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DUKING THE 1980-1 ACADEMIC YEAR, WILLIAM BROWN

PASSED AWAY. TOR OVER TEN YEARS, HE OFFERED HIS

INS I CUT AND ASSIS'J'ANCI'; AS AN ADMINISTRATOR. HE

WAS A POPULAR DEAN WITHIN THE THIRD WORLD COM-

MUNITY AND EVEN MORE IMPORTANT, A FRIEND.

TO HIS WIFE, ELAINE, AND HIS DAUGHTER DENISE,

WE OFFER OUR CONDOLENCES. HE WILL BE REMEMBERED

BY MANY AS A MAN OF CONVICTION.



INTRODUCTION

The Third World Center, part of the Brown University community, is

{,
a non-profit educational organization. Founded in 1977, the Center endeavors

to foster a greater understanding of minority America, and the global Third

World societies. Staffed by students and governed by an Advisory Board com-

posed of faculty, administrators, alumni, and students, the Center is a dir-

ect University support mechanism. As a primary focus, we emphasize the needs

of Brown's Third World community and, consequently, view their interests and

concerns as being a clear priority.

In the process of preparing this Annual Report, we have had the op-

portunity to reflect on the Brown experience from the perspective of an

evolving element within the University structure. It is our sincere hope that

this report will provide the readers some insight into what we are about.

It is entirely impossible to personalize this account; Center con-

tributors have been far too many and their efforts too involved to document.

This report could not be published, however, without making note of the ini-

tiative and the vision of the Rev. Geoffrey Black. His efforts were respon-

sible for the Center's creation. Equally important, the work carried out by

the Third World Coalition is presently witnessed in the very special character

of the Center and the programs and direction it has pursued.



MILESTONES

The Center owes its existence to members of the Brown and Providence

communities. Their investment represents countless hours devoted to carving

out a place for minorities at Brown. After a period of twelve years, and

after all manner of scrutiny, the salient issues have been identified: ad-

missions, financial aid, retention/support services, hiring practices, and

the University's external affairs.

The following is a historical overview of the Center coming of age at

Brown.
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For every experience, Che number of interpretations is limited only to

the number of witnesses. And, depending upon the imagination of the observers,

their versions could easily exceed their numbers.

Undoubtedly, an individual's, or a group's, proximity to a given situ-

ation will aid in determining the relative accuracy of their respective anal-

yses. While information received second hand will suffer from the interpre-

tational deterioration which is common in "word of mouth" dissemination, a

first hand account can often be colored by personal biases and self-serving

interpretations. The problem for those who brave the pitfalls of historical

documentation becomes not so much the deciphering of the facts from the fiction,

but rather the methods we assume for differentiating between the two.

Unless presented as a sterile lineation of a series of facts and events

placed, usually, in chronological order and without the benefit of some anal-

ysis, history is never objective. To the extent that we consider the interpre-

tations of some to be more informed than those of others, however, we proceed

immediately from a point of reference which will automatically be at odds with

other interpretations; such is the fate of those who become involved in this

risky business.

In presenting a short history of the Third World Center, we are mindful
.

of the significance of America's recent past and the extent to which the Center

is a part, as well as a function, of it.

To state that the Center was established after a series of student activ-

ities and demonstrations at the University between 1968 and 1975, would not

only be an oversimplification of the facts, but also a misinterpretation of an

important period in this country's recent history.

The establishment of tht- Third World Center at Brown must necessarily be

viewed within the conte.xt of a series of events throughout an era which seri-

ously shook the very fibers of this country. Our intent here is not to under-



mine the efforts and the struggles of the Third World students at Brown who

helped to establish the Center, but rather to place the Center's origins with-

in some historical perspective; an endeavor which we are sure will receive

the support of the many students who risked so much to secure a place for

other Third World students at this university, both now, and in the future.

To some degree, the Third World Center could be seen as a physical re-

sponse, on the part of the University, to some of the demands of its Third

World student body. The Center, which was in fact, the proposal of former

University Chaplain Geoffrey Black, was an idea which had been advocated by

minority students. Chaplain Black served as a director on a part time basis.

The Center subsequently came under the direction of Calvin Hicks who

served in that capacity for two years (1977-1979). Under Calvin's direction,

and with the help of students such as Delisa Saunders and Jane Shang, the

Center initiated various programs such as the Colloquium Series and the Com-

munity Courses.

"The Colloquium Series drew several outstanding scholars, artists,
and political activists of national prominence".

Calvin Hicks was forced to resign, and due to an inability to find an

immediate replacement for him, the many programs he initiated were left with-

out direction and subsequently disintergrated. Calvin's resignation left the

Center without direction for the better part of last year; a situation which

promoted disenchantment and concern among the active elements with in the

Third World community.

In the spring of 1980, the Third World student representatives and the

University came to an agreement on a new full-time Coordinator for the Center.

Coming to us with a background that included: six years on Capitol Hill

with Congressman Charles Rangel and Senator Edward M. Kennedy, a B.A. from
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Brown and graduate degree from Harvard, Felipe Floresca immediately began

addressing the many issues which needed attention since Calvin's departure.

Of primary importance to the new Coordinator is the need to provide

viable options to minority youth. With this issue as a focal point of his

administrative ideology, Felipe Floresca has endeavored to initiate programs

finely tuned to the needs of Third World students; an initiative which has

met the support of students, administrators, and the faculty. With the as-

sistance of the Center's Administrator, Leslie Costa, Floresca has implemented

a multi-faceted program which promises a utilization of the Center's expect-

ations .

To date, Brown University has prided itself in being an institution of

responsible, progressive programs. When many other universities decided to

return to the traditional core curriculum structure, Brown stayed with its

decision to provide a freer, more student initiated intellectual model. This

decision clearly establishes the University's belief in and commitment to its

student body. The University's support of the Third World Center and the many

programs it has developed moreoever, bear witness to Brown's ever broadening

conception of higher education as a vehicle for responsible personal growth

and multi-cultural understanding.
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THE YEAR 80-1

It marked a period of Center reorganization. During the first quarter,

an intensive search was conducted by the University for a new Center Coordinator.

National in its scope, over 400 applicants were screened. Students played a

major role, with the Third World Coalition providing valuable insight and

direction. Felipe Floresca was finally chosen for the Coordinator post.

Shortly after his arrival, Mr. Floresca conducted a campus survey in an

effort to ascertain some general consensus as to what type of programs the

Third World community would like to see developed and implemented. With the in-

put acquired through the survey and after a series of meetings with minority

students, a healthy community response was produced: 70% of all students aired

their views and approximately 40% of the minority faculty expressed their

opinions.

During the second quarter, a number of fundamental reorganizational

initiatives were assumed: an Advisory Council was instituted with the charge

of providing assistance, direction, and expertise; various University offices,

resources which, until this time, had remained totally untapped, were consulted

and a network of mutual assistance and understanding was developed; a series

of on campus activities were developed and implemented for the remainder of

the 1979-80 academic year.

The third quarter produced an experimental Summer Program designed to ad-

dress the question of Youth Leadership Development. The program employed seven

Brown students who's task its was to research and study educational policy.

Scrutinizing an experimental curriculum was, in fact, only part of their summer

task. These students also conducted a Providence community organizational sur-

vey, renovated Center facilities, and became a part of an intensive working

situation that promoted mutual respect through mutual assistance. At the com-
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pletion of the Summer Program, the students toured selected Ivy League, and

key public policy institutions.

During the last quarter, the Center staff expanded on campus stu-

dents activities to include Public Service and Alumni Affairs. Overall, the

year highlighted two of the three Center programs.



EDUCATION IN SERVICE 80-1

Throughout the year, The Center Series, Public Service, and Alumni

Affairs has been consistent aspects of center programming. The Center

Series has presented or supported a variet of guests and dignataries on

campus. These visitors were all participants in a monthly thematic series.

1980

October Mass Communications

Hon. Anthony Marshall, former U.S. Ambassador to Trinidad-Tobago and Kenya

Gil Scott-Heron, musician and political satirist

Delegation from the Peoples Republic of China

Delegation form the Cape Verde Islands and Mozambique

Nkenge Mgamga, poetess and author

Max Robinson, ABC Television News correspondent

Haki R. Madliubuti, poet and political writer

Marcia Clisipie, former editor of Essence Magazine

Latin American Film Series: The Caribbean

Unifilm International Film Festival

Third Women at Brown Art Exhibition

November Asian Awareness

Timothy Lee, poltical writer

C.W. Fong, political writer and member of the Asia Center

Peter Kwong, playwright and author

Linda Lew, Ann Mans, and Liz Young, independent filmmakers

Ying-Mao Kau, political scientist

Jeanette Yep, sociologist

Asian Film and Poetry Festival

Asian Cross-cultural Workshops

Latin American Film Series: Central America

Minority Alumni Forum on Affirmative Action with Harold Bailey,
Jose A. Santana and Richard Nurse

East Timor Asian Benefit
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December Kwanzaa Observance

Theo Benguriab, member of SWAPO and permanent LI.N. representative

Sonia Sanchez, potess and author

Earl Graves, publisher of Black Enterprize Magazine

Andrew Young, former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations

China and Black Americans Forum

Observance of Kwanzaa and Unity Day

Kwame Addo Art Inhibition

1981
Black History

February

Haki R. Madhubutti, poet and political writer

Manning Narable, political economist and author

Yosef Ben Jochannon, African historian and author

John Russell, Julliard tenor and recitalist

Iman Karim Abdel-Shakur, member of the Isl a m i c Center

African Film Festival

Namibian Refugee Fundraiser

Intercollegiate Black History Scries

RISD Third World Art Exhibit

March Latino Images

Felix Romero-Torres, humanist and literary writer

Carlos Chino Garcia, urban environmentalist and community organizer

Fernando Cardenal, Nicaragua)! Nobel Peace Prize nominee and writer

Pedro Pietri, poet and author

Richardo Campos and Juan Flores, Center for Puerto Rican Studies

Puerto Rican Ivy and Seven Sisters Student Conference

El Salvador Forums

Hispanic Film Series
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April Third World Month

Brown International Association series with: Mario L. Evriviades, Cyprus
Embassy, Van Coufordakis, political scientist, Sherman Teichman, econo-
mist, William Beeman, anthropologist, Hasan Rahman, Palestine Liberation
Organization, and Thami Mlilambiso, South Africa representative at U.N.

Third World Feminism in the United States Conference with: Amina Baraka,
poetess, Ramona I'ena, linguist and clergy, Kim Cuenco, sociologist,
Linda Marie Perkins, historian, Martha Montero, anthropologist, Yuri
Kochiymana, coiiiiiiun i Ly organizer, Ana Maria Carcia, independent filmmaker,
Crace Kwang, economist, Afi Scruggs, l i n g u i s t , (Jin I Booth-Bishop, tele-
vision producer, Lafayette Lipscomb, sociologist

Sweet Honey in the Rock Benefit Concert

Arthur Ashe, former profe-sional tennis player

East Coast Asian Student Conference

Chicano Inter-ivy Conference

Third World Film Festival

Third World Pre-freshmen Weekend

Sterling Brown Writers Festival

May Third World Commencement

A number of graduation activities with seniors, parents, and alumni

In the area of public service, the center supports the Urban Survival

Program. This program is a totally student initiated project within the

Providence community. There are two operating components. One is the Sat-

urday Enrichment Program which provides a meaningful education for Provi-

ence inner-city youth every Saturday at the Third World Center. Focusing

primarily on academic assistance in math, reading, the sciences, and

social studies, it emphasizes one on one communications and counseling.

The other component is the Food Venture Program- a way to work against

waste. In this activity, students gather fruit and vegtable produce dis-

carded by companies at the farmers market. The food is collected and then

distributed at local human service drop off points in Providence. An ex-

tension of this concept has been a clothing drive in cooperation with The

Urban League of Rhode Island.

Recently, there have been meetings with officials of the Providence Housing

Authority to secure and renovate an abandoned apartment in the Chad Brown

Public Housing Projects. A developed idea is for students to rehab the apart-

ment and carry on the work of the urban suivival program in a Providence

facility. This idea is still being explored.
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Lastly, the Center serves as a meeting place for a select group of com-

munity organizations with a proven track record of functioning in the public

interest; among them: Operation Crossroads Africa, the United States Civil

Rights Commission, the Rhode Island N.A.A.C.P., the Legislative Analysis

Workshop, the Traveling Junior Co-Eds , the Asian Association of Rhode Island

and the Rhode Island Urban League, among others.

Minority Alumni/ae and Career Forums have been successfully targeted

as avenues for students to weigh their transition from Brown to work or

graduate/professional schools. Two Alumni/ae Forums, convened during Com-

mencement and Homecoming, have proven themselves invaluable in affording the

alumni/ae an opportunity to share their post-Brown experiences with students.

Moreover, special career sessions at the Center have allowed the students to

gain a more accurate picture of professional work and post graduate school

settings. Sessions have included representatives from the Law Schools of

Boston University, Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Georgetown, Harvard, Stanford,

University of Chicago, University of Pennsylvania, University of Texas, Vermont,

and Yale. Also taking part in these sessions, the Graduate Schaols of: Michigan,

Princeton, UCLA, University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Texas. In

the areas of careers, from private sector: CITYBAM, EXXON, Time-Life, IBM,

Squibb and Xerox Corporation, among others.

In addition, the Center functions as an outreach for the Educational

Testing Service in their Minority Graduate Search Service.



YOUTH LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The Summer Program was highly successful in developing a curriculum on

American Education and Public Policy. Student participants tested the cur-

riculum and concluded the program by visiting ivy institutions and public

policy organizations, including:

Columbia University

Educational Testing-Service

Harvard University

Institute for Policy Studies

John F. Kennedy Memorial Library

Princeton University

United Nations

U. S. Library of Congress/Smithsonian

University of Pennsylvania

Yale University

Youth Policy Institute/Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
Foundation

The idea of students participating in public decision-making continued into

the school year w i t h center representatives being sent to a number of con-

ferences :

Tenth Congressional Black Caucus Legislative
Workshop, Washington D.C.

National Black Youth Roundtable
Washington D.C.

East Timor United Nations Conference
New York City

Chicano inter-ivy Conferences
New York City & New Haven

Black United Front Conferences
New York City i Philadelphia

West and Pacific Asian Conference
San Franc i.-icu

Afrirana National Studies Conference
I 1 line a ,• Nrw York
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Seventh Annual Whitney Young Memorial
Conference, Philadelphia

Little Eleven University Conference
Chapel Hill

National Black Political Party
Philadelphia and Ann Arbor

East Coast Asian Student Conference
Boston

Inter-American Student Conference
Austin

For the summer of 3981, a number of students will

apply for placement at the top youth leadership and policy programs

across the country. Ties were made with the.se programs last summer during

a northeast trip of the ivy league and policy programs, Boston to Washing-

ton. The programs include:

Hispanic Women's Leadership Institute
Marymount College, Washington D.C.

Lyndon B. Johnson Policy Program
University of Texas, Austin

Martin Luther King, Jr., Center for
Non-violence & Social Action, Atlanta

Mayor's Youth Corps
New York City

Mayor's Youth Leadership Program
Los Angeles

Public Policy Analysis and Management
Summer Program, Long island University, N.Y.

United Nations Interne Program
New York City

Youth Policy Institute
Washington D.C.

The summer curriculum on American Education and

Public Policy will be made available to students accepted into summer

program placements.
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Along with the program described, the Center also houses the four

.̂
primary minority student organizations which, collectively, compose an um-

brella organization known as, the THIRD WORLD COALITION. Its constituent

parts are: The Organization of United African People, the Asian-American

Students' Association, MEC1IA, and the Federation of Puerto Rican Students:

THE ORGANIZATION OF UNITED AFRICAN PEOPLE is an African-American student

organization on the Brown campus. Our organization maintains a strong com-

mitment to the idea of Pan-Africanism and we attempt to reflect this ideo-

logy through all of our activities.

O.U.A.P is a very diverse organization and is open to African students of

varied interests. The organization is divided into six committees: UNIVERSITY

AFFAIRS-deals with campus politics, and social issues; CULTURAL AFFAIRS-pro-

vides an avenue for our cultural expression on campus; R.I. COMMUNITY AFFAIRS-

develops interaction between our people in the Providence community and

brothers and sisters on campus; COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE-handles correspondence

between the organization and all African students along with other college

campuses; TREASURY COMMITTEE-finance and budgeting, and the COMMITTEE ON AFRICA

which addresses issues on the mother continent which impacts upon all African

people. Hence, O.U.A.P. is for all African students who have a desire to do

something in some way for their people. UWEZO, the student publication and

the Urban Survival Program, are also components of O.U.A.P.

We invite all African students to participate in O.U.A.P. although we have

a highly structured organization, it is very flexible and open to changes.

Get involved and help make it grow.

PEDRO NOGUERA '81

The purpose of the Brown's ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION (AASA) is to
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bring Asian students together, in a community setting, through different

projects. Over the past three years, the size of our community has doubled;

presently, the undergraduate population number around 250. We seek to

united such diverse groups of students as Japanese, Koreans, Chinese,

Eurasians and Southeast Asians. Our activities promotes the socio-cultural,

educational, and political aspects of American life for Asians. The Brown

AASA has been a strong participant in the New England region of the East

Coast Asian Union since the organization's birth in April of 1978. Through

this network of Asian campus groups, we are working toward the days when

Asians across the United States can communicate and work together on college

campuses and throughout our communities.

ANNA HUANG '80

Since 1975, MECHA has worked toward the expansion of the Latino community

at Brown. This has been accomplished through involvement in socio-cultural

events, as well as university political activity. Thus, the organization

has been instrumental in the formulation of minority recruitment/admissions,

counseling and educational programs in order to provide both positive rein-

forcement, and a positive atmosphere. Along with establishing these channels

of stability, we have also successfully organized socio-cultural happenings

for our recreational and intellectual enjoyment. Usually, these have taken

the form of celebrating traditional ethnic values, such as a CINCO DE MAYO

program by Chicanos, All and all, the majority sentiment seems to incor-

porate a mutual personal feeling of support directed toward other individuals

who share the Latino cultural identity.

ESTHER C. SANCHEZ '80

'
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Initiated in the fall of 1979, La Federacion de Estudiantes Puertorriquenos

(the Federation of Puerto Rican Students), was conceived as a vehicle through

which to address the specific concerns of the Puerto Rican community at Brown.

As an organization, it is committed to the various needs of its constituency.

Among the issues which are addressed by La Federacion, the concern for clear

cultural and political identification with Puerto Rico is primary. In its

attempts to foster such awareness, the organization encourages active dis-

cussion between the members from the island and those from the mainland: the

important factor being the commonality of certain central issues.

Admissions and retention is another major focal point. The organization works

closely with the admissions office to secure greater matriculation, as well

as more and better support mechanisms for those already enrolled. This latter

concern is further addressed through efforts at mutual academic assistance.

All members are strongly encouraged to lend assistance in the areas of their

individual expertise to those who could benefit from their knowledge and ex-

perience.

Lastly, La Federacion supports the political awareness of its members and

strives to facilitate events/lectures which will educate its constituency as

to the particular political reality of their experience both at Brown, on the

island, and in the larger national community.

As with all other student organizations at the University, La Federacion

welcomes inquiries from all interested parties.

DAVID MORALES '83

Other minority student organizations utilizing the Center's facilities

include:

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Phi Alpa
Black Pre-Law Society
Black Pre-Med Society
Delta Sigma Theta

Graduate Minority Student Association
Omega Psi Phi
National Society of Black Engineers
Phi Beta Sigma
360 Society



The administrative aspects of the Center are

conducted by a coordinator, Felipe M. Floresca,

and an administrator, Leslie F. Costa. Aiding in

the areas of direction and general counsel for

the Center is an advisory board composed of

faculty members and administrative personnel,

augmented by rotating student representation.

"America's minority community is beset by a seemingly unlimited number of dif-

ficulties. Clearly, the depersonalization and alientation of our youth have

stood alone as the single most important obstacles in our struggles toward im-

proving conditions within our communities. For so many years, thi torments of

unemployment and poverty has been the end result of a community denied access

to quality education. Within the institutions of higher education is housed the

promise of selfdetermination and progress; within these institutions is housed

our strength. For too many years the doors have remained locked; but things

are changing.

The process of educating our youth has been initiated and begins to bear the

fruit of our labor. America's minority community is presently witnessing a show

of strength and leadership which is, at once, positive in its direction and

promising in its virtually unlimited potential.

Today, a small number of our youth have penetrated the ivy covered walls of

Brown and other institutions of higher learning. The Third World Center and

the Ralph J. Bunche Memorial program represent yesterday's hopes and tomorrow's

challenges. They are the promise of our absolute institutionalizaton within

the overal] educational process in America. The progress which our collective
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community has demonstrated, at this university and at others, points the way

toward future endeavors; the work which remains to be completed is limited

only to the imagination and strength of our successors.

I emphasize that a great deal more must be achieved. The struggle toward

educating and subsquently improving our collective community, however, is

firmly entrenched in contemporary American education. We must live up to

our commitment; we shall succeed."

FELIPE M. FLORESCA

"While there exists no one method for aleviating the socio-economic and

political ills of our respective communities, educating our youth is cer-

tainly the necessary starting point. Throughout the years, leaders such as

Rep. Shirley Chisolm, Cesary Chavez, and Dr. Martin Luther King have em-

phasized the need for an educated leadership; a leadership possessed of

the academic skills and the social commitment to address the needs of our

collective minority community.

Echoing Felipe's sentiments, I ask that our youth prepare themselves in-

tellectually for the struggles which lie ahead. 1 further ask that our com-

munities continue to demonstrate support for our youth in their educational

pursuits.

Collectively, we shall perservere and establish a firm, committed, and

educated leadership for our communities as well as the national community."

LESLIE F. COSTA
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THIRD WORLD CENTER GOVERNING BOARD 1981-1982

I. The Third World Center Governing Board shall have the following duties and
responsibilities.

A. The Governing Board shall advise the Coordinator of the Center with re-
gard to the short-term goals and long-term direction of the Center.

B. The Governing Board shall advise the Coordinator of the Center with re-
gard to the operating budget of the Center.

C. The Governing Board shall advise the Coordinator with regard to pro-
gramming and projects proposed by the Center staff.

1. The Governing Board may also initiate its own proposals for pro-
gramming and projects at the Center.

D. The Governing Board shall make a written report to the Dean of the Col-
lege summarizing the Centers activities for the year 1981-1982.

II. The Third World Center Governing Board shall be comprised of the following
representatives.

A. Voting Members

1. The chairperson of A.A.S.A., F.E.P., L.A.S.O. and O.U.A.P. or
their designated alternates.

2. One representative of the Graduate Minority Student's Association.

3. Two Deans of the College.

4. Two faculty members.

B. Non-Voting Members

1. The Coordinator of the Center who shall serve as Chair.

2. A designated Center staff member who shall serve as recording
secretary.

III. All parties named herein have the option to resubmit a proposal on the struc-
ture of the Third World Center Governing Board to the Third World Center
Coordinator. •<
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